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Heavy Ion Collision (HIC) Direction.......... 
Pressure of RHIC or LHC MatterPressure of RHIC or LHC Matter



  

Pressure (Microscopic expression) from Statistical MechanicsPressure (Microscopic expression) from Statistical Mechanics

Massless 
case



  

Pressure (Microscopic expression) in the direction of Form FactorPressure (Microscopic expression) in the direction of Form Factor



  

Pressure (Microscopic expression) in the direction of Form FactorPressure (Microscopic expression) in the direction of Form Factor

Energy Momentum Tensor



  

The average peak pressure near the centre is about 1035pascals, 
which exceeds the pressure estimated for the most densely
packed known objects in the Universe, neutron stars. 
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Pressure inside Proton 
from the angle of
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Pressure inside Proton 
from the angle of
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Summary
● We have attempted to estimate degenerate quark distribution inside Proton (motivated 

from the fact – peak pressure can denser that neutron star environment).

● Starting with this simple deenerate quark fluid motion, our future aim to project the 
formalism towards the standard Wigner function approach and also towards Kubo 
formalism approch with an expectation of non-zero dissipation!

● We have sketch the mechanical potential profile for the pressure distribution inside 
proton, which might be interesting to compare with our known form of potential like 
Yukawa, Culomb, string type potentials.

● Our statistical and Classical mechanical version attempt for the pressure profile may be 
considered as a beging steps from the understanding of heavy ion collision (HIC) 
direction, which may be eventually matured via mapping between EIC and HIC tools.     
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